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ABSTRACT
Complementary product recommendation (CPR), aiming at provid-
ing product suggestions that are often bought together to serve a
joint demand, forms a pivotal component of e-commerce service,
however, existing methods are far from optimal. Given one product,
how to recommend its complementary products of different types is
the key problemwe tackle in this work. We first conduct an analysis
to correct the inaccurate assumptions adopted by existing work to
show that co-purchased products are not always complementary
and further propose a new strategy to generate clean distant super-
vision labels for CPR modeling. Moreover, to bridge in the gap from
existing work that CPR does not only need relevance modeling
but also requires diversity to fulfill the whole purchase demand,
we develop a deep learning framework, P-Companion, to explicitly
model both relevance and diversity. More specifically, given one
product with its product type, P-Companion first uses an encoder-
decoder network to predict multiple complementary product types,
and then a transfer metric learning network is developed to project
the embedding of query product to each predicted complemen-
tary product type subspace and further learn the complementary
relationship based on the distant supervision labels. The whole
framework can be trained from end-to-end and is robust to cold-
start products attributed to a novel pretrained product embedding
module named Product2vec, based on graph attention networks.
Extensive offline experiments show that P-Companion outperforms
state-of-the-art baselines by 7.1% increase on the Hit@10 score with
well-controlled diversity. Production-wise, we deploy P-Companion
to provide online recommendations for over 200M products at Ama-
zon and observe significant gains on product sales and profit.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Recommender systems; Online ad-
vertising;Online shopping; •Computingmethodologies→Knowl-
edge representation and reasoning.

KEYWORDS
Complementary product recommendation; Product relationship
understanding; Product graph.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Complementary product recommendation (CPR) has become in-
creasingly critical for the success of online e-commerce such as
Amazon, eBay, Taobao, etc. Such recommendations often help cus-
tomers find a high-quality set of relevant products that are always
bought and used together to facilitate a joint demand 1, e.g. phones
and phone cases. CPR can inspire customers with more potential
needs and is vital to bring better customer shopping experiences
and trigger more revenue. In this paper, we define complementary
product recommendation as a product-to-product recommendation
problem: given a "query" product, the goal is to recommend relevant
and diverse products that are complementary to the "query" product
such that they can be bought together to serve a joint intention. In Fig-
ure 1, we show a comparative example to elaborate the requirements
on generating high-quality “to-buy-together” recommendations.
Given a tennis racket as a “query product”, we compare three sets of
recommendations. List 1 contains three other similar tennis rackets.
List 2 contains three tennis balls and List 3 contains one tennis ball,
one racket cover and one headband. Naturally we consider List 1,
in general, are more towards substitute products and it is not likely
to be purchased together in List 1. While both Lists 2 and 3 may be
considered as reasonable recommendations, we consider List 3 a
better option since it presents three different types of products that
collectively better serve the customer’s demand for tennis sport.
This example illustrates that a desirable complementary production
recommendation solution should take both relevance and diversity
into consideration to fulfill customer’s needs.

Solving such complementary recommendation problem is non-
trivial and challenging. Comparing with conventional similarity-
based product-to-product recommender systems, it poses at least
three challenges as follows. C1: Complementary relationship is not
symmetric and complementary recommendation is not simply based
on similarity measurement. For example, tennis rackets and head-
band are not similar at all to each other on textual or image features.
Moreover, an SD card can be a complement product to a camera
but not inversely. These facts rule out most of the similarity-based
1In economics, a complementary product is defined as a product whose use is directly
related to another such that a surge in demand for one product results in an increase
for the other. We generalize it in e-commerce from the customer perspective, which
refers “complements” to relevant products that are likely to be purchased together.
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Figure 1: One example of “to-buy-together” recommenda-
tion on E-commerce. Good complementary recommenda-
tions require both relatedness and diversity.

Table 1: Comparison between P-Companion and existing rep-
resentative models: Co-Purchase, Sceptre and PMSC.

Property Co-Purchase Sceptre [17] PMSC [23] P-Companion

Asymmetric (C1) ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

Diversity (C2) ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

Cold-start (C3) ✗ limited limited advanced

approaches and require a different mechanism to model the com-
plementary relationship. C2: Complementary recommendation needs
to consider diversity. The recommendations are typically a set of
products with diverse categories and functionalities that provide
high utilization for customers’ demand. As shown in Figure 1, a
diversified recommendation basket, which includes three types of
tennis-related products is better than that with only one type. C3:
Complementary recommendation suffers in cold-start items. Current
methods [17, 23] often fail on such low-resource products, which
widely exist in e-commerce.

Whilemost of the existingmethods in recommender systems [21]
focus on modeling user-item relationships by frequent pattern min-
ing [8], matrix factorization [15], collaborative filtering [14, 20], or
other neural network based recommenders [2], only a few [3, 8, 10,
16] target at explicitly modeling relationship between items. Among
them, complementary relationship modeling has been scarcely in-
vestigated compared to the efforts made for modeling substitutes
with similarity-based approaches. Recently, new approaches with
behavior-based product graphs, which generally integrate product
features and pair-wise relations obtained from customer behavioral
data (such as co-purchase data), have been spotlighted and shown
effective on complementary recommendation. Representative ex-
amples are Sceptre [17], which proposes a topic modeling method
to infer networks of products, and PMSC [23], which incorporates
path constraints in item pairwise relational modeling. However,
these methods seek to distinguish substitutes and complements,
fail to address these aforementioned challenges, and dive deep
into modeling such properties of complementary recommendation,
especially from the diversity perspective.

Besides the model incapability, existing research [17, 23] on CPR
is particularly interested in using original product co-purchase
and co-view data as labels for complementary and substitutable
products. Also, these approaches mostly learn CPR models within
one specific product category. However, when diving deep into
co-purchase and co-view data, we find that these fundamental as-
sumptions and settings are inaccurate and we have the following
observations, which indicate that existing approaches on CPR is sub-
optimal: first, product pairs from co-purchase and co-view records

are not disjoint, and the amount of overlap heavily depends on
product categories; second, co-purchase pairs (i.e. complementary
relationship of products) widely exist across multiple product cate-
gories, different from the setting in current approaches where the
models learn and experiment co-purchase within one category such
as “electronics” or “baby”. More details are discussed in Section 3.

To address the aforementioned issues in data collection and
complementary relationship modeling, based on our data analy-
sis through Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) surveys, we first
propose a novel collection schema to generate cleaner distant
supervision labels and better capture the product relationships
for complementary production recommendation. Moreover, to en-
able CPR across all product categories, we formulate the prob-
lem into a joint learning framework and develop a deep learning
method, P-Companion(short for Product-Companion), as an end-
to-end solution. Given a query product with its product type (e.g.
TV), P-Companion jointly learns the complementary product type
and the particular complementary products within the targeted
complementary product type subspace. Specifically, P-Companion
first uses the complementary type transition module to predict
diverse target complementary product types, (e.g. from TV to wall
mount and cables). Then, originated from transfer metric learning,
a product prediction module is developed to project the embedding
of a query product to each of the predicted product types subspace
and obtain diversified complementary products of multiple types.
P-Companion learns the complementary relationship between prod-
ucts based on the distant supervision labels from historical customer
behaviors and the whole framework can be trained through end-
to-end learning. Also, our model is robust to cold-start products
attributed to the product embedding module Product2vecbased
on graph attention networks. A comparison between P-Companion
and existing representative models is summarized in Table 1. In
summary, our contributions are listed in the following aspects:
• Data Understanding. We drop the inaccurate assumptions in
existing research on CPR. Based on observations and crowd-
sourced annotations on co-purchase and co-view, we propose a
new approach to collect labels as distant supervision for CPR.

• Methodology: We propose a new model P-Companion, that
considers both relevance and diversity in CPR modeling and
yield diversified recommendations. We also introduce a graph
attention based product embedding learning module that makes
P-Companion robust to deal with cold-start products.

• Performance: Through new label collection schema and hu-
man evaluation by MTurk, experiments on real-world datasets
show that P-Companion significantly outperforms state-of-the-
art baselines by 7.1% improvement on Hit@10 score, and de-
liver reasonable and explainable recommendations with diversity
across multiple product categories at Amazon in production.

2 PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we start with the definitions of Behavior-based Prod-
uct Graph used in this paper and present the problem formulation
for diversified complementary product recommendation.
Behavior-based Product Graph (BPG) Let I denote the prod-
uct/item. set, C𝑖 denote item 𝑖’s catalog features (e.g. product cate-
gory, type, title and description), and B ∈ I × I represent three
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Figure 2: One snapshot of BPG. BPG is constructed with
nodes as items with catalog features (type, etc) and edges as
pairwise relations based on customer behavior.

relationships, (i.e. co-purchase Bcp, co-view Bcv and purchase-
after-view Bpv) 2 between pairs of items, which are collected from
customers’ historical behaviors. In particular, for each item 𝑖 ∈ I,
we assume there is a product type𝑤𝑖 ∈ C𝑖 that represents product
𝑖’s functionality, such as HDMI-DVI cable. Similarly, each item is
associated with a general category, such as electronics. Such infor-
mation can be viewed as a Behavior-based Product Graph (BPG)
with products as “nodes”, product types and other catalog features
as “node attributes”, and pairwise item relationships as “edges”.
Therefore, BPG is essentially a multi-relational attributed graph.
Figure 2 presents a BPG snapshot of one tennis bag with multiple
catalog features and related items connected by different relations.
Problem Formulation The complementary product recommenda-
tion problem in this work is formulated as follows. Taking product
catalog features C (including title, item type, etc.) and customers be-
havior data B as inputs, we would like to learn a recommendation
modelM such that given a query item 𝑖 with its product type𝑤𝑖
and diversity degree 𝐾 ,M can first predict 𝐾 distinct complemen-
tary product types {𝑤𝑘 , 𝑘 ∈ {1, ..., 𝐾}} w.r.t𝑤𝑖 , and then generate
𝐾 sets of items {𝑆𝑤𝑘

} from each predicted complementary product
type, aiming at optimizing their joint co-purchase probability.

3 DISTANT SUPERVISION LABEL
COLLECTION FOR CPR PROBLEM

As mentioned in Section 1, we point out inaccurate assumptions
and settings adopted by previous work. In this section, we elaborate
with observations on real-world data and introduce a new collection
schema to generate distant supervision labels for the CPR problem.

First, we observe product pairs from co-purchase and co-view
records are not disjoint, and by analyzing 2 years’ co-purchase
and co-view records, we find there is a 20%+ overlap between co-
purchase and co-view, which contaminates the multi-class signals
for production relationship modeling and will confuse model learn-
ing. Moreover, we also observe that the amount of overlaps varies
from product category to category. The overlap is much higher in
apparels than in electronics and wireless, which is understandable
as customers are more likely to buy 2 different shirts together than
2 TVs after viewing them. To clean up co-purchase, we conduct sev-
eral annotation experiments via MTurk to investigate the best label
collection schema among co-view, co-purchase, and purchase-after-
view. In our MTurk experiments, given product pairs extracted from

2More specifically, co-purchase , co-view and purchase-after-view mean transactions
in which customers purchased item 𝑥 also purchased item 𝑦, customers viewed item 𝑥
also viewed item 𝑦 and customers viewed item𝑥 eventually bought item 𝑦 respectively.

different combinations over co-view co-purchase and purchase-
after-view, we ask annotators to label whether the two products
are substitutable, complementary, or irrelevant. Throughout an-
notations on different combinations of co-view, co-purchase, and
purchase-after-view, we observe that Bcp − (Bpv ∪ Bcv) which
contains product pairs only in co-purchase records gives us the
complement signals with highest MTurk voting score, which is 30%
higher than pairs from co-purchase without processing.

Second, complementary relation among products is often ob-
served across multiple categories. For example, it is quite often
and understandable for a product such as "tennis racket" under
the “sports” category to have potential complements "tennis shirts"
under “apparels” or “tennis shoes” under category "shoes". Our ob-
servation shows that 32.93% of “electronics” products are purchased
together with “home improvement”, “office product”, etc. To address
this issue, we removed the product category restriction from [17, 23]
and create a general dataset with Bcp − (Bpv ∪Bcv) as basis across
all product types for model learning, besides the electronics and
grocery category (see Section 5.1). The final processed dataset con-
tains 24M products from 34.8K product types with over 80M distant
supervised complementary relationship labels for model training
and evaluation.

4 MODELING
In this section, we present the main algorithm of P-Companion for
complementary product recommendation. To enable end-to-end
training for diversified CPR, we formulate P-Companion into a hi-
erarchical multi-task learning framework, which enables the joint
prediction of both complementary product types and complemen-
tary product items associated with each predicted product types.
Figure 3 shows the high-level model architecture of P-Companion.
The model has the three major components:

• Product2vec: Graph-based Product Representation Learn-
ing. It encodes item textual features and graph structures in
BPG to learn product embeddings. It adapts the graph attention
network (GAT [22]) for effective training and serves as the foun-
dation of neural-based P-Companion. especially for cold-start
products. The learned embeddings are used in both bootstrap
model learning and inference. (Section 4.1)

• Complementary Type Transition. It learns the complemen-
tary transition in item type subspace, which model the asym-
metric property for complementary product recommendation.
Also, we can explicitly control the recommendation diversity by
generating different complementary product types. (Section 4.2)

• Complementary Item Prediction. As the last step, we employ
a projection function, with the query product embedding and
predicted complementary type embeddings as input, to predict
type-guided complementary products. Such subspace projection
can help better perform diversified recommendation and then
complementary production relationship is learned based on labels
collected from Section 3 (Section 4.3).

The proposed P-Companion can be trained from end-to-end, and
we explain the joint training objective function in Section 4.4 and
supplementary details and analysis in Section 4.5. All the notations
used in this paper are summarized in Table 2.
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Figure 3: P-Companion model architecture for CPR. As an
embedding-based recommender, it has three major compo-
nents: type transition, item prediction, with product2vec for
pretrained product embeddings as backend.

Table 2: Notations.
Symbol Description
𝑖 ∈ I Item 𝑖 in item set I
𝑤𝑖 Item type of 𝑖
\𝑖 Product2vec embedding vector for item 𝑖

𝜙𝑤𝑖
Embedding vector for query type 𝑤𝑖

𝜙𝑐𝑤𝑖
Embedding vector for complementary type 𝑤𝑖

\
𝑤𝑐
𝑖

Item 𝑖’s projected embedding vector based on type 𝑤𝑐

𝛾𝑤𝑖
Complementary base vector predicted for type 𝑤𝑖

𝑦𝑖,𝑗 Binary label to indicate item 𝑖 and 𝑗 ’s relationship
𝑧𝑖,𝑗 Attention weight given item 𝑖 and its neighbor item 𝑗

{𝑊 (𝑘 ) }, {𝑏 (𝑘 ) } Learnable weight matrices and bias vectors
T All the item pairs used for model training
_, _𝑖 , _𝑤 , 𝜖 different margin parameters in loss functions

4.1 Product2vec
Product2vec is proposed to learn pretrained representations for
products that preserve similarities based on customer behavior data
and catalog features. Based on BPG analysis results in Section 3, we
observe by using (Bcv∩Bpv)−Bcp links in BPG, products connected
in this sub-graph are highly likely to be similar, which lead to
the modeling assumption of Product2vec that their embeddings
should also be close to each other. The learned embeddings can be
used as pretrained representations for items, which are foundational
to support cold-start products in complementary recommendation.
Figure 4 shows such Product2vec model architecture.

Product2vec starts with taking each item’s title and category
features as input and applies an universal embeddingmodule 𝐹𝐹𝑁 (·),
which consists of three feed-forward layers with a batch normaliza-
tion layer, to all items 𝑖 identically to obtain initial 𝑘-dimensional
embeddings, as shown in Eq. 1.

\𝑖 = 𝐹𝐹𝑁 (𝐶 𝑗 ) = 𝜎
(
𝜎

(
𝐶𝑖𝑊

(1) + 𝑏 (1)
)
𝑊 (2) + 𝑏 (2)

)
𝑊 (3) + 𝑏 (3) (1)

where𝐶𝑖 is the feature vector for item 𝑖’s catalog and activation func-
tion 𝜎 (·) = tanh(·).𝑊 (1) ,𝑊 (2) ∈ R𝑑×𝑑 ,𝑊 (3) ∈ R𝑑×𝑝 are weight
matrices with the corresponding biased terms 𝑏 (1) , 𝑏 (2) , 𝑏 (3) .
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Figure 4: GNN-based Product2vec module architecture,
which learns effective product embeddings given its textual
features and aggregation from similar products.

Through 𝐹𝐹𝑁 (·), each product item 𝑖 has been transformed
into 𝑝-dimensional representation \𝑖 . Then {\𝑖 } for products in
(Bcv ∩ Bpv) − Bcp sub-graph are fed into a graph attention (GAT)
layer [22], which selectively aggregates the neighbors from local
connections, to fine-tune parameteres in 𝐹𝐹𝑁 (·). More specifically,
given an item 𝑖 and the set of neighbor items { 𝑗} in 𝑁𝑖 , an attention
vector 𝑧𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ R |𝑁𝑖 | is calculated based on \𝑖 and {\ 𝑗 } normalized on
the softmax function, which can adaptively capture the similarities
when summarizing over items { 𝑗} in 𝑁𝑖 ,

𝑧𝑖,𝑗 = softmax𝑗
(
\𝑇𝑖 \ 𝑗

)
=

exp(\𝑇
𝑖
\ 𝑗 )∑

𝑗′∈𝑁𝑖
exp(\𝑇

𝑖
\ 𝑗′ )

(2)

Thus the information of item 𝑖 from weighted neighborhood ag-
gregation 𝑁𝑖 can be computed as, \𝑁𝑖

=
∑
𝑗 ∈𝑁𝑖

𝑧𝑖, 𝑗\ 𝑗 . For an item
𝑖 with 𝑁𝑖 , we mark it with a positive label 𝑦𝑖,𝑁𝑖

= 1. To conduct
non-trivial model learning, for each item 𝑖 , we create negative sam-
ples 𝑁𝑖 , as negative training instance (details explained in Section
4.5) with labels 𝑦𝑖,𝑁𝑖

= −1. Therefore, the objective function of
Product2vec is designed to optimize a hinge loss in Eq. 2.

min
∑
𝑖∈I

(
𝑙
(
𝑦𝑖,𝑁𝑖

, 𝑓 (𝑖, 𝑁𝑖 )
)
+ 𝑙

(
𝑦
𝑖,�̂�𝑖

, 𝑓 (𝑖, �̂�𝑖 )
))

= min
∑
𝑖∈I

∑
𝑦∈{±1}

{
max

(
𝜖 − 𝑦 ·

(
_ − ||\𝑖 − \𝑁𝑖

| |22
))} (3)

where𝑦 = {𝑦𝑖,𝑁𝑖
, 𝑦
𝑖,�̂�𝑖

}, 𝑓 (·) is the metric function, _ is the distance
to distinguish 𝑁𝑖 and �̂�𝑖 and 𝜖 is the margin distance. Eq. 3 aims
at forcing the distance between \𝑖 and \𝑁𝑖

less than _ − 𝜖 while
pushing \𝑖 far away from \𝑁𝑖

with a distance of at least _ + 𝜖 .
It is noteworthy that 𝐹𝐹𝑁 (·) is optimized by Eq. 3. 𝐹𝐹𝑁 (·) can

be utilized to generate pretrained product embeddings for a large
number of web-scale items with textural features after training,
including cold-start items that help address the challenge C1. Such
foundational embeddings act as input for subsequent complemen-
tary modeling on product items (Section 4.3).

4.2 Complementary Type Transition
In practical large-scale recommender systems, we typically do not
consider all products as a candidate pool for each recommenda-
tion task, but use strategies to narrow down the candidates to only
the relevant ones. This is an even critical requirement for comple-
mentary product recommendation as we need to take care of both
relevance and diversity. In this subsection, we model such process
as a complementary product type prediction task and propose a



neural model to (1) model the asymmetric relationship between
query product type and complementary product types, e.g., camera
and SD card; and (2) generate diversified complementary product
types for further complementary production recommendations, e.g.
SD card, filter, camera lens, etc.

P-Companion takes pairs of query product items {𝑖} and candi-
date complement items { 𝑗} along with their types {(𝑤𝑖 ,𝑤 𝑗 )} and
distant supervision label {𝑦𝑖, 𝑗 } according to Section 3 as inputs.
To model the asymmetric relationship, for each type𝑤 , we assign
two learnable embedding vectors 𝜙𝑤 , 𝜙𝑐𝑤 ∈ R𝐿 to it, indicating its
context position as query type or complementary type. Given a
pair of items (𝑖, 𝑗) with types 𝑤𝑖 and 𝑤 𝑗 respectively, we use an
encoder-decoder module to transform 𝜙𝑤𝑖

, the query embedding
vector of𝑤𝑖 , to its complementary base vector 𝛾𝑤𝑖

, which is used
to predict complementary types for𝑤𝑖 , as shown in Eq. 4 and Eq. 5:

ℎ = Dropout
(
ReLU

(
𝜙𝑤𝑖

𝑊 (4) + 𝑏 (4)
))
, (4)

𝛾𝑤𝑖
= ℎ𝑊 (5) + 𝑏 (5) , (5)

where𝑊 (4) ∈ R𝐿×
𝐿
2 and𝑊 (5) ∈ R

𝐿
2 ×𝐿 are weight matrices for

encoding and decoding types. Then, we optimize the relationship
between the predicted type 𝛾𝑤𝑖

and ground-truth type 𝜙𝑐𝑤𝑗
with

the label 𝑦𝑖, 𝑗 by using the hinge loss function in Eq. (6).

min
∑
𝑖, 𝑗 ∈T

(
max

{
0, 𝜖𝑤 − 𝑦𝑖, 𝑗

(
_𝑤 − ∥𝛾𝑤𝑖

− 𝜙𝑐𝑤𝑗
∥22
)})

, (6)

where _𝑤 is the distance to distinguish 𝛾𝑤𝑖
and 𝜙𝑐𝑤𝑗

and 𝜖𝑤 is the
margin distance. Eq. 6 aims at forcing the distance between 𝛾𝑤𝑖

and
𝜙𝑐𝑤𝑗

lower than _𝑤 − 𝜖𝑤 when 𝑦𝑖, 𝑗 = 1 while pushing 𝜙𝑐𝑤𝑗
far away

from 𝛾𝑤𝑖
with at least _𝑤 + 𝜖𝑤 a distance when 𝑦𝑖, 𝑗 = −1.

4.3 Complementary Item Prediction
In this section, we present a learning approach to perform rec-
ommendations on product-granularity. Attributed to the genera-
tive power of encoder-decoder model from Section 4.2 that can
generate different complementary product types, we would like
to conduct complementary product recommendations within each
predicted complementary product type subspace to ensure the diver-
sity. Therefore, we adopt the idea from transfer metric learning [11]
and propose to enrich the representation of a given query product
from a single embedding vector to multiple embedding vectors
transferred by each predicted complementary type embedding. As
Figure 3 describes, by using Complementary Type Transitionmodule
to transfer query type embedding 𝜙𝑤𝑖

to its complementary base
embedding 𝛾𝑤𝑖

, we design an item-embedding transition module
that takes advantage of the predicted type embedding vector 𝛾𝑤𝑖

to
project the original item embedding \𝑖 to different complementary
subspaces via Eq. 7.

\
𝑤𝑐

𝑖
= \𝑖 ⊙ (𝜙𝑐𝑤𝑐

𝑊 (6) + 𝑏 (6) ),
𝑠 .𝑡 ., | |𝜙𝑐𝑤𝑐

− 𝛾𝑤𝑖
| |22 ≤ 𝛽,

(7)

where𝑊 (6) ∈ R𝐿×𝑑 , ⊙ represents element-wise product and 𝛽 is
the similarity threshold to determine which complementary types
will be used to recommend complementary items. We can also ex-
plicitly set how many complementary types for each query type,
as the implementation in our experiment. Based on different com-
plementary type embeddings {𝜙𝑐𝑤𝑐

} that are close enough to 𝛾𝑤𝑖
,

we can transfer item 𝑖’s embedding \𝑖 to multiple complementary

targets {\𝑤𝑐

𝑖
}. For each of complementary candidate 𝑗 with its type

𝑤 𝑗 , we still use a hinge loss to optimize the objective function based
on \𝑤𝑐

𝑖
, \ 𝑗 and label 𝑦𝑖, 𝑗 according to Eq. 8.

min
∑
𝑖,𝑗∈T

max
{
0, 𝜖𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖,𝑗

(
_𝑖 − ∥\𝑤𝑐

𝑖
− \ 𝑗 ∥22

)}
. (8)

𝑤𝑐 is selected based on 𝛽 and 𝛾𝑤𝑖
or a preset parameter of different

types. By controlling the number of different complementary types
(or selection threshold), we can successfully achieve the diversified
recommendation (C1), comparing to existing methods.

4.4 Joint Training
By complementary type transitionmodule introduced in Section 4.2,
P-Companion can automatically target different complementary
product types for different query products, and further by using
multiple predicted complementary product type as projection ori-
entations, P-Companion can perform complementary product rec-
ommendations in an end-to-end fashion without separating the
training in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3. In model training phrase,
P-Companion jointly optimizes both on complementary type transi-
tion and item prediction objective functions based on Eq. 6 and Eq. 8.
To strengthen the connection between the two objective functions,
for each training instance, we force 𝜙𝑤𝑐

to be the same as 𝛾𝑤𝑖
in Eq.

7. Once the model is well-trained, P-Companion sticks with Eq. 7
to predict complementary items based on different complementary
types. Therefore, the overall objective can be written as Eq. 9.

min
∑
𝑖,𝑗∈T

𝛼

(
max

{
0, 𝜖𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖,𝑗

(
_𝑖 − ∥\𝑤𝑗

𝑖
− \ 𝑗 ∥22

))}
+ (1 − 𝛼)

(
max

{
0, 𝜖𝑤 − 𝑦𝑖,𝑗

(
_𝑤 − ∥𝛾𝑤𝑖

− 𝜙𝑐𝑤𝑗
∥22
)})

,

(9)

where 𝛼 is a hyper-parameter to control the trade-off between
complementary type modeling and complementary item modeling.

4.5 Model Details
Implementation details For Product2vec training (Eq. 3), we
use (Bcv ∩Bpv) − Bcp as positive examples and Bcp − (Bpv ∪Bcv)
as negative; for P-Companion training ( Eq. 9), we consider frequent
co-purchase data as positive and (Bcv ∩ Bpv) − Bcp as negative,
which is according to our observations in Section 3. The negative
sample ratio is fixed as 1.0 in subset datasets (see Section 5.1). Other
parameters are set as follows: product embedding dimension 𝑑 =

128, item type embedding dimension 𝐿 = 64, margin parameters
_ = 1.0 and 𝜖 = 1.0. The trade-off parameter between type transition
and item prediction is set as 𝛼 = 0.8.
InferenceAs shown in Figure 3, given a new product 𝑖 during infer-
ence, we can obtain its product embedding \𝑖 (from Product2vec)
and its type𝑤𝑖 (with type embedding 𝜙𝑤𝑖

). Based on the comple-
mentary type transition module, we can further retrieve the top-𝑘
complementary types {𝑤𝑐1

𝑖
, . . . ,𝑤

𝑐𝑘
𝑖
}. Later we can finally output

complementary products {\ 𝑗 } by complementary item prediction
module with the input of query product \𝑖 and multiple predicted
complementary types {𝜙𝑐1𝑤𝑖

, . . . , 𝜙
𝑐𝑘
𝑤𝑖
}.

5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we perform comprehensive experiments on product
data from Amazon.com to evaluate recommendation performance
of the proposed P-Companion framework.



5.1 Experiment Setup
DatasetWeevaluate P-Companion on a real-world dataset obtained
from Amazon.com, which includes 24MM of products with catalog
features and customer behavioral data across 10+ product cate-
gories, containing similar product metadata as in [17, 18]. Statistics
about all these three datasets are summarized in Table 3. We eval-
uate the model performance on query products sampled from all
product categories and also provide details on two categories with
large numbers of assigned products: electronics and grocery. Note

Table 3: Dataset statistics.
Dataset Electronics Grocery All-Groups
# Product items 97.6K 324.2K 24.54M
# Types 5.6K 6.5K 34.8K
# Bcp pairs 130.6K 804.1K 62.16M
# Bcv pairs 3.15M 8.96M 1,154M
# Bpv pairs 325.1K 1.105M 83.75M

that we don’t apply any restrictions on the product categories when
recommending complementary products regardless of query prod-
ucts, which means candidates can belong to any relevant product
categories. This setup is consistent with our claim in Section 2 and
different from existing work [17, 23].
BaselinesWe compare P-Companion with the following state-of-
the-art approaches with default settings on hyperparameters.
• Co-purchase (CP) As the most straightforward way, we can
directly output the items in the co-purchase records for CPR.

• Sceptre [17] This approach utilizes topic modeling on item tex-
tual features from review text and logistic regression for sub-
stitute/complement classification. Category information is also
applied with a sparse encoding technique.

• PMSC [23] Each product item has its source embedding and
target embedding for query and candidate contexts. It adopts
additional relation-aware parameters to model multiple item
relations with path logic constraint loss and later feed in a neural
network for classification.

• JOIE [9] It is designed for two-view knowledge graph embedding
learning. We adapt JOIE to item-type views in BPG instead of
entity-concept views in KG for CPR.

5.2 Evaluation on Co-Purchase Data
In real-world applications, only the best complementary products
can be recommended due to the limited recommendation slots. To
mimic the scenario, we choose to use an accurate ranking metric
for evaluation rather than previously used link prediction accu-
racy [17, 23]. All the datasets used here are cleaned based on the
strategy discussed in Section 2, and we use 80% for model learning
and the rest 20% for evaluations. Given a query product 𝑖 with its
frequently co-purchased product pairs (𝑖, 𝑗) as ground truth, we
evaluate top-𝐾 recommendations 𝑆𝐾 from P-Companion and all
baselines by checking whether the model can successfully predict
real co-purchased products.
Evaluation metrics A standard measurement for ranking tasks is
the Hit@𝐾 score. Given a pair of items (query item 𝑖 , co-purchased
item 𝑗 ) in co-purchase test data, the Hit@𝐾 score is defined as,

𝐻𝑖𝑡@𝑘 =

{
1, if 𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝐾
0, else

, 𝐾 = 1, 3, 10, 60, . . .

where 𝑆𝐾 is the 𝐾-element list of recommendations from the model.
We report both Hit@𝐾 scores on both item level and type level (if
applicable). Specifically, for JOIE and P-Companion which have the
capability for complementary product type prediction, we first pre-
dict the top-3 complementary types and see whether the model can
successfully predict the correct item type of 𝑗 . As for the item level,
we evaluate all models’ ability to predict the exact co-purchased
product 𝑗 as a complementary product w.r.t. query product 𝑖 .

To validate the effect of diversity in the recommendation, we
also experiment on different settings of P-Companionas well as all
baselines. Given the same set of query products, we examine the top
60 recommendations from all methods. Different from baselines, for
P-Companion, we construct the top 60 recommendations by inter-
leaving recommendations from multiple predicted complementary
product types. In particular, we test P-Companion in the following
four settings separately during the inference stage: recommend top
60 items only from top-1 predicted complementary type (denoted
as “1 type × 60 items”) together with interleaving top𝑀 items from
top 𝐾 complementary product types (“𝐾 types × 𝑀 items/type”),
where𝑀 × 𝐾 = 60, 𝐾 = 1, 3, 5, 6.
Results We summarize the results in Table 4. P-Companion out-
performs all baselines in the item level prediction with an aver-
age relative gain of 4.2% compared to the strongest baseline. In
terms of type level, Comparing to JOIE with the item-type view,
P-Companion improves by 9.9% on the Electronics dataset and by
4.5% on the Grocery dataset. We observe similar phenomena on the
larger “All-Group” dataset with a relative 3.8% increase on item-
level Hit score on average and increase on type-level against JOIE3.
We believe this is due to the following reasons, (i) P-Companion in-
fers complementary products by targeting the complementary type
first rather than only modeling product relationships in Sceptre
and PMSC. Item types can be considered as functionality abstrac-
tion and a high-quality selection of complementary types can help
deliver more accurate recommendation; (ii) When modeling the
complementary relationship, P-Companion follows the diversity
nature of complementary products to project the embeddings of
query products to multiple subspaces, which avoid the dilution and
contamination across product categories.

In terms of the experiments to validate the benefit of diversified
recommendations, the results are presented in Table 5. The best
P-Companion diversity setup outperforms the best baseline model
by a hit-score increase of 0.027 on Electronics (6 types) and 0.034
on Grocery (5 types). One can see that though the same number
of items are recommended, with the increasing of complemen-
tary product types, P-Companion manages to provide a diverse
recommendation explicitly and results in better item-level hit score,
which further validates the diversity requirement for complemen-
tary product recommendation. Inspired by the observation, we may
also reasonably recommend products of more types as complements
for Electronics than Grocery, based on the results in Table 5.

5.3 MTurk Evaluation
Although historical co-purchase data is good as distant supervision
labels, it is far from complete and fails to include all possible truths
on complements. Therefore, we leverage MTurk to evaluate the

3Due to the scalability issue, the results of PMSC is not available.



Table 4: Results of complementary recommendation based on distant supervision labels from co-purchase on the Electronics,
Grocery and All-Categories datasets. P-Companion outperforms all baselines both on the type level and the item level.

Datasets Electronics Grocery All Categories
Level Item Hit Type Hit Item Hit Type Hit Item Hit Type Hit
Metrics Hit@1 Hit@3 Hit@10 Hit@3 Hit@1 Hit@3 Hit@10 Hit@3 Hit@1 Hit@3 Hit@10 Hit@3
Sceptre 0.069 0.079 0.101 n/a 0.018 0.032 0.040 n/a 0.019 0.041 0.059 n/a
PMSC 0.112 0.135 0.169 n/a 0.024 0.053 0.087 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
JOIE 0.141 0.164 0.181 0.190 0.026 0.058 0.099 0.170 0.037 0.062 0.104 0.153

P-Companion 0.145 0.170 0.187 0.206 0.030 0.063 0.104 0.177 0.037 0.068 0.108 0.161

Table 5: Performance of P-Companionwith different number
of predicted item types on Electronics and Grocery dataset.

Dataset Electronics Grocery
Model & Setting Hit@60 Hit@60

Sceptre 0.124 0.085
PMSC 0.179 0.139
JOIE 0.200 0.155

P-Companion

1 type × 60 items 0.138 0.088
3 types × 20 items 0.198 0.153
5 types × 12 items 0.222 0.189
6 types × 10 items 0.227 0.187

Table 6: MTurk comparison between co-purchase recom-
mendations and P-Companion’s Top-3 recommendations in-
terleaved from Top-3 complementary product types (PT).

Model Co-Purchase P-Companion
PT-1 PT-2 PT-3

% of Score 3 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.43
% of Score 2 0.25 0.27 0.27 0.27
% of Score 1 0.27 0.27 0.26 0.26
% of Score 0 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.04
Avg. Score 2.15 2.12 2.09 2.07

performance of P-Companion with an open-world assumption. In
short, for each survey, we list 10 pairs of query product and recom-
mended product with the question “Given you decide to purchase
the query product, would you be interested in purchasing the rec-
ommended products together?”. For each survey question, we ask
5 different MTurk labelers to annotate their satisfaction for the
recommendation and give scores from 0 (least satisfying) to 3
(most satisfying). The results are summarized in Table 6. It is
observed that P-Companion achieves comparable average scores
with co-purchasewith similar percentage numbers on Score-3 rec-
ommendations. Meanwhile, P-Companion can provide much more
diversified recommendations from multiple product types, com-
pared to the approach that simply relies on co-purchase.

5.4 Case Study: CPR on Cold-Start Items
To evaluate the robustness of P-Companion in the production envi-
ronment, we conduct analysis and case studies on cold-start prod-
ucts, with real-world recommendation examples.Cold-start items
are defined as these products that have very limited (< 2) observed
co-purchase records or even no co-purchase relations with other
products.We compare the product and product type hits scores with
baselines on cold-start items, and due to space limitation, we only
show results in the Electronics category (other product categories
show similar results) in Table 8. Still, P-Companion outperforms all
baselines on low-resource items on the Electronics dataset with an
average relative increase of 7.0% on the product item level and 10.9%
on the product type level. Table 7 shows 4 online recommendation

Table 7: Examples of complementary recommendation re-
sults from P-Companion on cold-start items.

Query Item Co-Purchase Top-3 P-Companion Recommendations

None

None

Table 8: Results on complementary recommendation on
cold-start product items (H@k denotes Hit@k score).

Datasets Electronics (only cold-start items in testing)
Level Item Hit score Type Hit score
Metrics H@1 H@3 H@10 H@3
Sceptre 0.049 0.065 0.081 n/a
PMSC 0.073 0.093 0.111 n/a
JOIE 0.107 0.136 0.157 0.138

P-Companion 0.115 0.147 0.165 0.178

examples on some cold-start items. For example, for a query item
"a pet-house", animal bowls and animal toys are recommended as
diversified complements. Table 9 also provides examples that show
reasonable complementary product type transitions to support such
cold-start recommendation. One can observe that comparing with
co-purchaserecords, P-Companion can generate diversified comple-
mentary product recommendations by automatically targeting on
different complementary product types.

5.5 Online Platform Performance
We further evaluate the performance of P-Companion in the pro-
duction environment. With the launch of P-Companion on an AWS
EMR cluster, we can generate recommendations for hundreds of mil-
lions of products on the Amazon platform within 2 hours, covering
90%+ page views. After deploying P-Companion for online serv-
ing, we conduct online A/B testing on Amazon.com by splitting
customer sessions randomly. For the control group, we use Co-
purchase datasets for the recommendation, while for the treatment
group, we show recommendations from P-Companion. We run the
experiments for two weeks and observe relative +0.23% improve-
ment on product sales, +0.18% improvement on profit gain, and all
the results are statistical significance with p-value < 0.05. These



Table 9: Type transition examples. (Only top-3 transitions
are listed for each type query.)

Query Type Top-3 Type Recommendations
fajita-pan cook-accessories, pot-holder, dutch-oven
roast-coffee-bean fridge-coffee-cream, whole-bean, white-tea
fly-fish-line fluorocarbon-fish-line, surf-fish-rod, fly-fish-reel

results prove that by considering both diversity and relevance, CPR
from P-Companion can significantly improve the customer shop-
ping experience and helps them better find potential needs.

6 RELATEDWORK
Complementary Product Recommendation (CPR) In the era
of e-commerce, recommender systems are widely used to suggest
relevant items given item features and user-item behaviors. Most
of methods are based on collaborative filtering [14, 16], matrix fac-
torization [15] and neural recommendation model [2, 25]. Different
from most work focusing on modeling user-item relationship or
similarity-based item-item relationship, we dive deep into comple-
mentary relationship discovery among items. The most straight-
forward way for CPR is based on frequent pattern mining and
association rules [8]. Some recent works [12, 26] in this direction
seek to classify whether two products are complementary or substi-
tutable. Two representative examples is Sceptre [17] and PMSC [23]
(see Section 5.1). However, they mainly operate on product level
and lack diversity consideration [4, 24] in modeling and has limited
capability on cold-start items. It is noteworthy that there is a thread
of research on bundle list recommendation [1, 27], which aims at
personalized recommendation based on user’s purchase history
and can be considered as a combinatorial problem. However, since
we are not dealing with user-item relationship modeling, this line
of research is out of the scope of our problem in this paper.
Network Embedding and Graph Neural Networks Learning
representations from graph-structured data has been a spotlight in
the past decade. Starting from random walk based methods ( Deep-
Walk [19] and nodevec [5]), network embedding aims at represent-
ing nodes as low-dimensional vector representations, preserving
both network topology structure and node features and easily per-
form subsequent graph analytic tasks. One of the state-of-the-art
approaches is to use graph neural networks [7] such as graph convo-
lutional networks (GCN) [13], GraphSAGE [6] and graph attention
networks (GAT) [22]. In this paper, we adopt a GAT-based mod-
elProduct2vecto learn product embeddings to support cold-start
complementary product recommendations in P-Companion.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present P-Companion, an end-to-end solution for
diversified complementary product recommendation. We first con-
duct data analysis to drop the inaccurate data assumptions adopted
by existing work on CPR and propose a novel schema to obtain
improved distant supervision labels for model learning. To model
relevance and diversity, P-Companion jointly first models comple-
mentary product type transitions and design an innovative transfer
metric learning component for complementary item recommenda-
tion associated with highly-related types. In addition, P-Companion

can be applied on cold-start items facilitated by product represen-
tation learning module Product2vec. Experimental evaluation has
shown the effectiveness of P-Companion in recommending relevant
and diversified complementary items over baselines and demon-
strated strong business values on our online production systems.
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